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Abstract
Correlation immunity of symmetric Boolean functions is studied in this paper. Lower bounds
on the number of constructible correlation immune symmetric functions are given. Constructions
for such new balanced functions are presented. These functions are also known as 1-resilient
functions. In 1985, Chor et al. conjectured that the only 1-resilient symmetric functions are the
exclusive-or of all n variables and its negation. This conjecture, however, was disproved by
Gopalakrishnan, Ho9man and Stinson in 1993 by giving a class of in:nite counterexamples, and
they noted that it does not seem to extend any further in an obvious way. In this paper two more
in:nite classes of such examples are presented for n being even and being odd, respectively,
and consequently one of the two open problems proposed by Gopalakrishnan et al., is addressed
by constructing new symmetric resilient functions.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Symmetric Boolean functions are a class of Boolean functions with particular prop-
erties. This property of Boolean functions is sometimes treated as being too restrictive
and as something to avoid in cryptographic applications. The usefulness of symmetric
functions in many cryptographic applications as well as other applications, however, is
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far from being clear. For example a potential application of these functions might be as
the combining function for self-synchronizing stream ciphers (see [5,9]). Some work
has been done regarding the cryptographic properties of symmetric Boolean functions
(see [7,8,10]). In this paper the correlation immunity of general and then balanced
symmetric functions will be studied in terms of constructions.
Let F2 = {0; 1} be the binary :eld. A function f :Fn2 →F2 is called a Boolean
function of n variables. It is written as f(x)=f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn). A binary vector of
length 2n generated by f(x) is called the truth table of f(x). The Hamming weight
of f(x), denoted by WH(f), is the number of ones in its truth table. The func-
tion f(x) is called an a9ne function if there exist a0; a1; : : : ; an ∈{0; 1} such that
f(x)= a0⊕ a1x1⊕ · · · ⊕ anxn, where ⊕ is the exclusive-or operation. If a0 = 0; f(x)
is also called a linear function. We will denote by Fn the set of all Boolean functions
of n variables and Ln the set of aFne ones. We will call a function to be nonlinear if
it is not in Ln. For any Boolean function f(x), it can always be written in an unique
polynomial form (also called algebraic normal form) as
f(x) = c0 ⊕ c1x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ cnxn ⊕ c12x1x2 ⊕ c13x1x3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ c12:::nx1x2 · · · xn:
Each xi1xi2 · · · xij is called a term of degree j, and ci1i2 :::ij is the coeFcient of the term
in the polynomial expression of f(x). The degree of f(x) is de:ned as the highest
degree of its terms with a nonzero coeFcient.
Let F :Fn2 →Fm2 be an (n, m) Boolean function. F is called an (n; m; t) resilient
function if, when t of the input bits are :xed and the other n − t bits are chosen at
random, each of the 2m possible outputs occurs equally likely. This concept was intro-
duced by Chor et al. [4] and Bennett et al. [1] independently. When m=1, an (n; 1; t)
resilient function is actually a balanced function in Fn with correlation immunity of
order t: Several important properties of resilient functions have been studied (see for
example [1–4,12,14,16]). Resilient functions have several applications in cryptology
(see [3,4]).
Let f(x)∈Fn. Then f is called a symmetric function if for any permutation  on
{1; 2; : : : ; n}, we have
f(x(1); x(2); : : : ; x(n)) = f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn):
It is known that, for a symmetric Boolean function f(x), there exists an integral
function If : {0; 1; : : : ; n}→{0; 1} such that
f(x) = If(k) if and only if WH(x) = k;
where WH(x) is the Hamming weight of x, i.e., the number of nonzero coordinates
of x. Let ’i(x); i=0; 1; : : : ; n, be the symmetric function which is composed of all
the terms of degree i; where ’0(x)= 1, and let j(x); j=0; 1; : : : ; n, be the symmetric
functions satisfying j(x)= 1 if and only if WH(x)= j. Then we have
Lemma 1. The set Sn of symmetric functions in Fn forms an (n + 1)-dimensional
vector space over F2 with both {’i(x)}ni=0 and {i(x)}ni=0 as a basis.
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Furthermore, since the product of two symmetric functions is also a symmetric func-
tion, Sn is in fact a multiplicative ring with an identity. Let f(x)∈Fn be symmetric,
then it is known that it can be written as
f(x)=
n⊕
k=0
If(k)k(x): (1)
We would like to note that i(x)j(x)≡ 0 if and only if i 	= j.
Symmetric resilient functions are resilient functions with particularly interesting prop-
erties. In 1985, Chor et al. conjectured in [4] that the only (n; 1; 1)-resilient symmetric
functions are the exclusive-or of all n variables and its negation. This conjecture was
disproved by Gopalakrishnan et al. [7] where a class of in:nite counterexamples were
found. The following two problems were also proposed in [7] as open:
• Find the smallest constant t such that the statement: the only (n; 1; t)-resilient sym-
metric functions are the exclusive-or of all n variables, is true; or disprove this
statement.
• Other than the exclusive-or of all n variables, its negation and those corresponding
to the in:nite class presented in [7], are there any symmetric functions which are
1-resilient or 2-resilient?
In this paper, two other in:nite classes of nonlinear symmetric resilient functions are
presented by adopting the same method as in [7], where one class is 1-resilient while
the other class is 2-resilient, and consequently the second open problem proposed in
[7] is answered. It is also proved that the counterexamples presented in [7] are all
1-resilient, and none is 2-resilient, and hence the second resiliency statement of Theo-
rem 3.1 in [7] is proved to be incorrect.
2. Correlation immunity of symmetric functions
Correlation immunity of Boolean functions with its cryptographic signi:cance is
:rst studied in [11] and has attracted a wide attention. A function f(x)∈Fn is called
correlation immune (CI) of order m if for every m indices 16i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡im6n and
for every (a1; a2; : : : ; am)∈Fm2 we have
Prob(f(x) = 1|(xi1 ; : : : ; xim) = (a1; : : : ; am)) = Prob(f(x) = 1):
By the probabilistic identity
Prob(f(x) = 1|(xi1 ; : : : ; xim) = (a1; : : : ; am)) · Prob((xi1 ; : : : ; xim) = (a1; : : : ; am))
= Prob((xi1 ; : : : ; xim) = (a1; : : : ; am)|f(x) = 1) · Prob(f(x) = 1);
the above implies that if f(x) is mth order CI, then the following equation must be
true provided that f(x) 	≡ 0.
Prob((xi1 ; : : : ; xim) = (a1; : : : ; am)|f(x) = 1) = Prob((xi1 ; : : : ; xim) = (a1; : : : ; am)) =
1
2m
:
(2)
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This means that if we put all the values of x∈Tf = {x :f(x)= 1} to form an
n× #(Tf) matrix with each column of the matrix being the binary representation
of value of that x, then for an arbitrary sub-matrix composed of any m rows, the
columns of the sub-matrix have equal number of every possible binary string of
length m.
In the following, f(x) is assumed to be a symmetric function of Fn unless speci:ed
otherwise. In this case Eq. (2) can simply be written as
Prob((x1; : : : ; xm) = (a1; : : : ; am)|f(x) = 1) = 12m :
Denote by =(a1; : : : ; am), and let
( n
m
)
denote the binomial coeFcient n choose m.
Then the number of x’s with WH(x)= k and (x1; : : : ; xm)= (a1; : : : ; am) is
(
n−m
k−WH()
)
.
The range of possible Hamming weight of  is from 0 to m when  takes all possible
strings. De:ne
( n
t
)
=0 for t¡0 and t¿n. By Eq. (2) we know that a necessary
condition for f(x) to be CI of order m is
n∑
t=0
(
n− m
t
)
If(t) =
n∑
t=0
(
n− m
t − 1
)
If(t) = · · · =
n∑
t=0
(
n− m
t − m
)
If(t): (3)
Note that an mth order CI function is also ith CI for every i6m. So another stronger
necessary condition for f(x) to be CI of order m is
n∑
t=0
(
n− i
t
)
If(t) =
n∑
t=0
(
n− i
t − 1
)
If(t) = · · · =
n∑
t=0
(
n− i
t − i
)
If(t); i=1; 2; : : : ; m:
(4)
By the binomial coeFcient identity
(
n
k
)
=
(
n− 1
k
)
+
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
we know that, Eq. (4) is equivalent to
n−i∑
t=0
(
n− i
t
)
If(t) =
n−i+1∑
t=1
(
n− i
t − 1
)
If(t); i = 1; 2; : : : ; m: (5)
Now we will show that Eq. (5) is also suFcient for f(x) to be CI of order m.
Lemma 2 (Wu [15]). Let A be a set of m-dimensional binary vectors. Then {(yi1 ; : : : ;
yij): y∈A} contains an equal number of even weight vectors and odd weight vectors
for every 16j6m and every possible j coordinates 16i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡ij6m, if and
only if A is Fm2 or contains multiple copies of F
m
2 .
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Proof. For the completeness of this paper, the proof is included here. When m=2, it
is easy to check the correctness of the conclusion. Assume the conclusion is true for
m− 1: Then the validity of the conclusion for m is proved as follows:
Denote by
A0 = { = (a1; : : : ; am) ∈ A : am = 0};
A1 = { = (a1; : : : ; am) ∈ A : am = 1}:
Assume the contrary that the :rst m−1 coordinates of vectors in A0 do not form Fm−12
or multiple copies of Fm−12 . Then by the assumption we know that there must exist
16i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡ij6m− 1 such that in the set
A0(i1; i2; : : : ; ij) = {(ai1 ; ai2 ; : : : ; aij) :  = (a1; : : : ; am) ∈ A}
the number s0 of odd weight vectors is di9erent from the number t0 of even weight
vectors. Similarly we can de:ne the set A1(i1; i2; : : : ; ij) in which we assume that there
are s1 odd weight vectors and t1 even weight vectors. By the assumption above we must
have s0+s1 = t0+t1. From the de:nition of A0 and A1 it is known that A0(i1; i2; : : : ; ij ; m)
contains s0 odd weight vectors and t0 even weight vectors, and A1(i1; i2; : : : ; ij ; m) con-
tains t1 odd weight vectors and s1 even weight vectors. Therefore
A(i1; i2; : : : ; ij ; m) = A0(i1; i2; : : : ; ij ; m)
⋃
A1(i1; i2; : : : ; ij ; m)
contains s0 + t1 odd weight vectors and s1 + t0 even weight vectors. By the assumption
s0 	= t0 and the fact that s0 + s1 = t0 + t1 we have s0 + t1 	= s1 + t0. This means that the
number of odd weight vectors and that of even weight vectors in A(i1; i2; : : : ; ij ; m) are
di9erent which contradicts the previous assumption. So by the induction principle the
conclusion follows.
By Lemma 2, if Eq. (4) or equivalently Eq. (5) is satis:ed, it means that Tf con-
tains an equal number of vectors of which the corresponding segment vectors covering
positions 1; 2; : : : ; j are of Hamming weight 0; 1; : : : ; j. So the number of even weight
and odd weight such vectors are equal. By Lemma 2 we know that the coordinates
1; 2; : : : ; j of Tf cover F
j
2 or its multiple copies. Since f(x) is symmetric, such a
property of Tf also includes the case when the positions are i1; i2; : : : ; ij instead. By
Eq. (2) we know that f(x) is indeed an mth order CI function. This proves the fol-
lowing conclusion.
Theorem 1. Let f(x)∈Fn be a symmetric function corresponding to an integer func-
tion If(t). Then f(x) is mth order CI if and only if Eq. (5) is satis;ed.
In the later part of this section we will mainly consider symmetric functions with
correlation immunity of order 1 (including above). By Theorem 1, a symmetric function
f(x)∈Fn is 1st order CI if and only if the following equation holds:
n−1∑
t=0
(
n− 1
t
)
If(t)=
n∑
t=1
(
n− 1
t − 1
)
If(t): (6)
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It is known that If(t)≡ 0 and If(t)≡ 1 are two trivial roots of the above equation.
Moreover, the alteration of 0 and 1 is also a root of (6), corresponding to ’1(x) or
’1(x)⊕ 1.
Write = I−1f = {t : If(t)= 1}. Then Eq. (6) can be written as
∑
t∈
(
n− 1
t
)
=
∑
t∈
(
n− 1
t − 1
)
: (7)
It seems that explicit solutions of Eq. (7) are very hard to derive. We will derive some
sporadic solutions of this equation.
2.1. n odd
By noticing(
n− 1
n− 1
2
+ 1
)
=
(
n− 1
n− 1
2
− 1
)
it is known that 1 = {(n − 1)=2 + 1; (n − 1)=2} is a solution of Eq. (7). In general,
it is easy to check that
k =
{
n− 1
2
+ k;
n− 1
2
+ k − 1; n− 1
2
+ k − 2; : : : ; n− 1
2
− k + 1
}
is a solution of Eq. (7) for every k =1; 2; : : : ; (n− 1)=2. It is also noticed that 1⊂2
⊂ · · · ⊂(n−1)=2. We have the following result.
Lemma 3. Let f1; f2 ∈Fn with Tf1 ∩Tf2 = . Then the fact that any two functions
from f1; f2; f1⊕f2 are mth order CI implies that the third one is also such a function.
By Lemma 3 we can calculate the number of constructed functions as follows: Firstly
1 is a solution of Eq. (7). By employing 2 we get two more solutions: 2 and 2−1,
and by employing 3 we get four more solutions: 3; 3−1, 3−2 and 3−(2−1).
By the same method it can be shown that with each forthcoming i we can get 2i−1
more solutions. It can easily check that all of those solutions obtained by those i’s
together with their subtractions and additions are di9erent. So the number of di9erent
solutions of Eq. (7) that we have obtained is
!1 =
(n−1)=2∑
k=1
2k−1 = 2(n−1)=2 − 1:
Note that each of those functions is a delegate of a couple, itself and its complement,
and they still do not include ’1(x) and ’1(x)⊕ 1. So, the number of symmetric 1st
order CI functions (including 0 and 1) for odd integer n is lower bounded by
B1 = 2!1 + 4 = 2(n+1)=2 + 2:
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2.2. n even
Similar to the case when n is odd it can be proven that
k =
{n
2
+ k − 1; n
2
+ k − 2; : : : ; n
2
− k + 1
}
is a solution of Eq. (7) for every k =1; 2; : : : ; n=2. It is also noticed that 1⊂2⊂ · · ·
⊂n=2. By Lemma 3 and the similar idea as in last section we have that the number
of di9erent solutions of Eq. (7) is
!0 =
n=2∑
k=1
2k−1 = 2n=2 − 1:
Note that di9erent from the case when n is odd, the aFne symmetric functions ’1(x)
and ’1(x)⊕ 1 are covered by the subtraction=addition of i’s, i.e., they are n=2 −
n=2−1 + n=2−2 − · · · + (−1)n=2+11 and its complement. Therefore the number of
symmetric 1st order CI functions (including 0 and 1) in this case is lower
bounded by
B0 = 2!0 + 2 = 2n=2+1:
Comparison of the lower bounds as described above and the actual number of sym-
metric 1st order CI functions, as found by exhaustive computing search, is shown in
Table 1. It is noticed that in certain cases the lower bound just meets the total num-
ber of symmetric 1st order CI functions (for example when n=2–5; 10; 11; 17; 28). It
seems that the method can construct most of the symmetric 1st order CI functions.
Table 1
Comparation of lower bounds with the exact numbers of 1st order symmetric CI functions
n even B0 Total n odd B1 Total
2 4 4 3 6 6
4 8 8 5 10 10
6 16 20 7 18 26
8 32 48 9 34 42
10 64 64 11 66 66
12 128 144 13 130 178
14 256 452 15 258 428
16 512 576 17 514 514
18 1024 1072 19 1026 1442
20 2048 2864 21 2050 2534
22 4096 4608 23 4098 6402
24 8192 12 448 25 8194 9350
26 16 384 16 648 27 16 386 16 522
28 32 768 32 768 29 32 770 36 866
30 65 536 82 496 31 65 538 77 186
32 131 072 132 352 33 131 074 148 170
34 262 144 393 216
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Table 2
High-order correlation immunity of symmetric functions
n CI order Tally n CI order Tally n CI order Tally
7 2 4 8 2 4 8 3 2
9 2 4 9 3 2 10 3 2
13 2 4 14 2 8 14 3 2
15 2 18 15 3 4 16 3 8
19 2 8 20 2 8 20 3 4
21 2 8 21 3 4 22 3 4
23 2 4 24 2 4 24 3 2
25 2 16 25 3 2 26 2 8
26 3 6 27 2 4 27 3 4
28 3 2 31 2 12 32 2 8
32 3 6 33 2 8 33 3 4
34 2 4 34 3 4
The eFciency of the method could be assessed if an upper bound on the number of
symmetric CI functions is found. This problem needs further research.
2.3. Higher-order correlation immunity
For symmetric functions with correlation immunity of order larger than one, besides
the exclusive-or of all the variables and its negation, there indeed exist such nonlinear
functions. The investigation of this problem seems much more complicated. We have
not yet found an eFcient construction method. In the following table we list some
results which were found by exhaustive computing search (Table 2). Numbers in the
column initiated by “n” mean the number of variables, those in the column initiated by
“CI order” mean the order of correlation immunity, and those in the column initiated
by “Tally” mean the total number of such functions with the corresponding CI order.
The exhaustive search was conducted for all n up to 34. We have omitted from the
table the cases where the tally is zero. It is seen that the highest CI order of those
functions available by our computing search is three, and in general only very few
symmetric functions are CI of order higher than one.
3. On symmetric resilient functions
In this section we will study the construction of balanced correlation immune sym-
metric functions. In order to coincide with the notion of [7], we call a balanced function
of Fn with correlation immunity of order t an (n; 1; t)-resilient function.
3.1. Equivalence to a combinatorial problem
Let F :Fn2 →Fm2 be an (n; m) Boolean function. The function F is called an (n; m; t)-
resilient function or simply t-resilient function, if and only if for every subset {i1; : : : ; it}
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of {1; 2; : : : ; n}, for every (a1; : : : ; at)∈F t2 , and for every (y1; : : : ; ym)∈Fm2 , we have
Prob(f(x) = (y1; : : : ; ym)|(xi1 ; : : : ; xit ) = (a1; : : : ; at)) =
1
2m
;
where x=(x1; : : : ; xn)∈GFn(2). Note that for m=1; an (n; 1; t)-resilient function is also
a balanced Boolean function of n variables with correlation immunity of order t (this
concept was introduced by Siegenthaler [11]). By the following probability identity
Prob((xi1 ; : : : ; xit ) = (a1; : : : ; at)) · Prob(f(x) = (y1; : : : ; ym)|(xi1 ; : : : ; xit ) = (a1; : : : ; at))
= Prob(f(x) = (y1; : : : ; ym)) · Prob((xi1 ; : : : ; xit ) = (a1; : : : ; at)|f(x) = (y1; : : : ; ym))
we have
Lemma 4. Let F(x) be an (n; m) function. Then f(x) is an (n; m; t)-resilient function
if and only if f(x) is unbiased, i.e., any nonzero linear combination of its coor-
dinate functions yields a balanced Boolean function in Fn, and for every t-subset
{i1; : : : ; it}⊂{1; 2; : : : ; n}, for every (a1; : : : ; at)∈F t2 , and for every (y1; : : : ; ym)∈Fm2 ,
we have
Prob((xi1 ; : : : ; xit ) = (a1; : : : ; at)|x ∈ F−1(y1; : : : ; ym)) =
1
2t
;
where F−1(y1; : : : ; ym) = {x : F(x)= (y1; : : : ; ym)}. Note that when F is symmetric,
the condition can simply be expressed as
Prob((x1; : : : ; xt) = (a1; : : : ; at)|x ∈ F−1(y1; : : : ; ym)) = 12t :
It is proved in [7] that
Lemma 5. There exists a symmetric (n; 1; 1)-resilient function if and only if the fol-
lowing equations have a solution:
n∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
× If(i) = 2n−1;
n−1∑
i=0
(
n− 1
i
)
× If(i) = 2n−2; (8)
where If =(If(i)) is a binary string of length n+ 1 which is to be determined.
It is also noticed that the exclusive-or of all n variables, i.e., the function ’1(x),
satis:es that ’1(x)= 1 if and only if WH(x) is odd. So Eq. (8) is guaranteed to have
a solution I’1 = (0; 1; 0; 1; : : :) which is an alternating 0–1 vector, and the complement
of ’1(x) corresponds to another solution of Eq. (8), that is (1; 0; 1; 0; : : :) which is also
an alternating 0–1 vector.
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It is easy to show that the roots of Eq. (8) always appear in couple. In general we
have
Lemma 6. If If =(If(i)) is a solution of Eq. (8), then Ig=(Ig(i))= (If(i) + 1)mod 2
is another solution.
Proof. The conclusion follows from the identity
∑n
i=0
( n
i
)
=2n.
3.2. Searching for more solutions
In [7], besides the aFne symmetric resilient functions, an in:nite class of nonlinear
symmetric resilient functions were found by a way which can be described as follows:
Set
If(i) =
{
I’1 (i) + 1mod 2 if i ∈ {k; k + 1; n− k; n− k + 1};
I’1 (i) otherwise;
where k is to be determined. By solving Eq. (8) with this restriction, an in:nite
class of symmetric resilient functions were found which have parameters n= r2 − 2;
k =1=2(r − 2)(r − 1); where r¿2 is an even integer. The smallest example in this
class corresponds to the vector If =(0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 0). We will search
for other classes of counterexamples for n being even and odd respectively.
3.2.1. n even
Let
If(i) =
{
I’1 (i) + 1mod 2 if i ∈ {k; k − 1; n− k; n− k − 1};
I’1 (i) otherwise;
where k is to be determined. Then we have
n∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
× If(i) = 2n−1 ±
[(
n
k
)
−
(
n
k − 1
)
+
(
n
n− k
)
−
(
n
n− k − 1
)]
and
n−1∑
i=0
(
n− 1
i
)
× If(i)
= 2n−2 ±
[(
n− 1
k
)
−
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
+
(
n− 1
n− k
)
−
(
n− 1
n− k − 1
)]
:
In order for If =(If(i)) to be a solution of Eq. (8), the following two equations must
hold: (
n
k
)
−
(
n
k − 1
)
+
(
n
n− k
)
−
(
n
n− k − 1
)
= 0; (9)
(
n− 1
k
)
−
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
+
(
n− 1
n− k
)
−
(
n− 1
n− k − 1
)
= 0: (10)
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Notice that Eq. (10) is an identity, so only Eq. (9) needs to be solved. Dividing by( n
k
)
throughout Eq. (9), we have
1− k
n− k + 1 + 1−
n− k
k + 1
= 0:
By solving this equation we have two solutions in the form
k = 12
(
n±√n+ 2
)
: (11)
The roots of Eq. (11) are k and n − k. So we have from Eq. (11) only one desired
set of {k; k − 1; n− k; n− k − 1}, and hence we have a solution for Eq. (8).
Eq. (11) can be written in another form as
n = 4r2 − 2;
k = 2r2 − r − 1;
where r¿2 is an arbitrary integer. Set r=2, we have n=14 and k =5, which yields
the smallest solution of Eq. (8) in this case as If =(0; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0).
3.2.2. n odd
Let
If(i) =
{
I’1 (i) + 1mod 2 if i ∈ {k; k + 1; n− k; n− k − 1};
I’1 (i) otherwise:
Then we have
n∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
× If(i) = 2n−1 ±
[(
n
k + 1
)
−
(
n
k
)
+
(
n
n− k
)
−
(
n
n− k − 1
)]
and
n−1∑
i=0
(
n− 1
i
)
× If(i)
= 2n−2 ±
[(
n− 1
k + 1
)
−
(
n− 1
k
)
+
(
n− 1
n− k
)
−
(
n− 1
n− k − 1
)]
:
In order for If =(If(i)) to be a solution of Eq. (8), the following equations must hold:(
n
k + 1
)
−
(
n
k
)
+
(
n
n− k
)
−
(
n
n− k − 1
)
= 0; (12)
(
n− 1
k + 1
)
−
(
n− 1
k
)
+
(
n− 1
n− k
)
−
(
n− 1
n− k − 1
)
= 0: (13)
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Noticing that Eq. (12) is an identity, so only Eq. (13) needs to be solved. Similar to
the procedure above we have a solution of Eq. (13) in the form
n = 4r2 − 1;
k = 2r2 − r − 1; (14)
where r¿2 is an arbitrary integer. Set r=2, we have n=15; k =5, which yields the
smallest solution of this case as If =(0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1).
Note that this class of counterexamples can be seen as being derived from the
construction in [7] where n is replaced with n−1, and hence becomes an odd number.
This observation has been noticed but not yet made explicit in [13].
3.3. The exact resiliency of constructed resilient functions
For the above constructed resilient functions, it is interesting to know whether they
have higher resiliency. Let f(x) be a symmetric (n; 1; t)-resilient function corresponding
to a vector If =(If(i)): Then we have
n−m∑
i=0
(
n− m
i
)
[If(i)− I’1 (i)] =
n−m∑
i=0
(
n− m
i − 1
)
[If(i)− I’1 (i)]
= · · · =
n−m∑
i=0
(
n− m
i − t
)
[If(i)− I’1 (i)]; m = 0; 1; : : : ; t: (15)
By the binomial coeFcient identity(
n
i
)
=
(
n− 1
i
)
+
(
n− 1
i − 1
)
we know that, Eq. (15) is equivalent to
n−k∑
i=0
(
n− k
i
)
[If(i)− I’1 (i)] = 0; k = 0; 1; : : : ; t: (16)
It should be noticed that Eq. (16) describes exactly the 0-resiliency of f(x) (or equiv-
alently f(x) is balanced) when m=0 and the 1-resiliency of f(x) when m=1. We
write this conclusion in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let f∈Fn be a symmetric function corresponding to a vector If=(If(i)).
Then f(x) is an (n; 1; t)-resilient function if and only if Eq. (16) holds.
For the above-mentioned constructed resilient functions, we consider whether their
exact resiliency is higher than one. It is already known that they are 1-resilient, which
means that Eq. (16) holds for m=0 and m=1. We only need to consider the case
when m¿1. This will be treated in the following three cases.
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3.3.1. On GHS’s construction
In the construction of [7], n is even and If(i) 	= I’1 (i) if and only if i∈{k; k+1; n−
k; n− k + 1}. So when m=2, Eq. (16) becomes(
n− 2
k + 1
)
−
(
n− 2
k
)
+
(
n− 2
n− k + 1
)
−
(
n− 2
n− k
)
= 0: (17)
It is easy to notice that this can be simpli:ed as
(n− 2k − 3)(n− k)[(n− k)2 − 1] + k(k − 1)(k − 2)(k + 1)
−k(k2 − 1)(n− k + 1) = 0:
Replacing n and k by r2 − 2 and 1=2(r − 2)(r + 1) respectively, we have
(r − 3)(r2 + r − 2)(r4 + 2r3 − 3r2 − 4r) = (r2 − r − 2)(r2 − r − 4)(r2 − r)(r + 3):
By solving this equation we have r=0; 1;−1. This is a contradiction to the statement
that r¿2 be even. So we can conclude that
Theorem 3. The functions constructed in [7] are all (n; 1; 1)-resilient functions, none
is 2-resilient.
3.3.2. On the construction of Section 3.2.1
In Section 3.2.1, n is even and If(i) 	= I’1 (i) if and only if i∈{k; k−1; n−k; n−k+1}:
So, if If(i) corresponds to an (n; 1; 2)-resilient function, according to Theorem 2, the
following equation must hold:(
n− 2
k
)
−
(
n− 2
k − 1
)
+
(
n− 2
n− k
)
−
(
n− 2
n− k − 1
)
= 0: (18)
By solving Eq. (18) we have
k = 12
(
n±√n) :
Combining this with Eq. (11) we know that no solution exists, i.e., no function in this
class is 2-resilient.
3.3.3. On the construction of Section 3.2.2
In Section 3.2.2, n is odd and If(i) 	= I’1 (i) if and only if i∈{k; k+1; n−k; n−k−1}.
So if If corresponds to an (n; 1; 2)-resilient function, by Theorem 2, the following
equation must hold:(
n− 2
k + 1
)
−
(
n− 2
k
)
+
(
n− 2
n− k
)
−
(
n− 2
n− k − 1
)
= 0: (19)
Surprisingly enough, Eq. (14) makes Eq. (19) an identity. Since the functions we are
considering are symmetric, properties which apply to (x1; x2) are also true for every pair
(xi; xj). Hence by Lemma 4 we know that the functions constructed in Section 3.2.2
are all (n; 1; 2)-resilient functions.
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However, when m=3, it is easy to verify that Eq. (16) cannot be hold simultaneously
with the cases for m=0; 1; 2. This means that all functions in this class are exactly
2-resilient.
4. Concluding remarks
The correlation immunity of symmetric Boolean functions has been studied, espe-
cially in terms of their constructions. Some interesting results are obtained. As has
been mentioned in the paper, constructions of symmetric functions with higher order
correlation immunity need to be studied further. As for symmetric CI functions with
balancedness property, besides the exclusive-or of all n variables, its complement and
those presented in [7], we have presented two more in:nite classes of such functions
which are CI of order one for n being even and CI of order two for n being odd
respectively, and as a consequence the second open problem proposed in [7] is an-
swered. We have also shown that the two classes of such functions (one class was
presented in [7] and the other is in this paper) are only 1-resilient, hence the conclu-
sion of Theorem 3.1 in [7] is adjusted. The functions constructed in this paper for n
being odd, however, are exactly 2-resilient. It is also noticed that in [13], one of such
examples has been found, but the method was not clear enough to induce the whole
in:nite class.
We would like to note that the constructions for symmetric resilient functions in this
paper, like the one in [7], is based on selection of a limited number of bits to modify
the exclusive-or of all variables. They are :nally accomplished by :nding roots of a
system of equations of binomial coeFcients. It might be possible that other choices of
bits to be changed would give rise to other in:nite classes of counterexamples, but it
is admittedly much more diFcult. Our computing search has not yet found any such
example.
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